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the guise of assuring his dignity or safety). The exaggerated
fear of some harm coming to the king, which is manifested in
(a)t arises by way of a reaction against the unconscious desire
that some harm may befall him, in the same way as an
exaggerated and unreasonable anxiety as regards the health
and welfare of some relative usually indicates a repressed
feeling of hostility towards that relative (cp. above p. 57);
while (b) even more obviously involves elements of fear and of
hostility.
(2) Taboos that affect the subjects in their relations to the
king, such as those which forbid looking at, or touching, the
king, or the touching or eating of his food, or the touching
or removal of his personal effects. These may likewise be
traced to two predominant motives:—(a) the desire, as before, to
preserve the king from any harm—in this case more especially
from harm that may result from the actions of those about him;
(b) the desire to avoid any harm befalling the subjects as a result
of influences emanating from the king, the latter being regarded
as a potent but mysterious source of danger to all who rashly
approach or come in contact with him. The latter tendency, with
its correlative belief, arises as the result of a projection of the
hostility felt towards the king; this hostility (in accordance with
the mechanism of Projection—now well recognised both in normal
and in abnormal psychology)1, being falsely attributed to its object,
instead of to the person in whose mind it really originates.
In both sets of taboos the presence of hostility towards
the king is thus made manifest, the taboos themselves arising
chiefly as a result of this hostility and aiming only secondarily,
and by way of reaction, at an increase of the king's safety,
dignity or happiness.
Hostility	The reality of this  hostile  feeling is  placed beyond all
t<iWaurd      reasonable doubt when we bear in mind the frequent occurrence
of the king    of  openly cruel   practices,   such   as  imprisonment,   enforced
immobility2, starvation3, or even beating4, especially when we
1	For a brief general account of projection cp. Bernard Hart,   "The
Psychology of Insanity," 117 ff.
2	A certain priestly king in West Africa may not even quit his chair,
in which he has to sleep sitting.   Frazer, " Taboo  and the Perils of the
Soul," 123.
8 Frazer, op. cit.f 124.
* Frazer, op. citf 18.

